From humble beginnings the river flows down the mountain and in to the sea.
Pull on your wellies and wade right in … how deep does it go and how fast
does it travel? What soil types can you find by the riverside? Which animals
make their homes there? Let’s get down to the riverbank and find out!
Now hop on an imaginary boat and travel some of the world’s most majestic
rivers – the Ganges, the Thames, the Amazon, the Nile – and keep a journal
as you follow their course.
Investigate the mystery pollution. Who is to blame? Let’s meander through
the world of rivers.

Tuck in and enjoy a yummy journey of discovery, tasting fantastic fruits, venerable
vegetables and tantalising treats!
Work up an appetite with delicious stories about food, have fun with a vegetable
orchestra or become a fruity sculptor.
Find exciting recipes to read and write your own too! Then get busy in the kitchen
making tasty dishes from across the world and discover how good food helps you
grow fit and strong. And here’s food for thought – if you are what you eat … what
does that make you?
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What do Christians learn from the Creation Story?
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Soil; Aquatic plants; Working scientifically
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Rhythm and pitch

Why do Christians call the day Jesus died ‘Good
Friday’?
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Rhythm and pitch – including singing

